Win A Prize! Campus Roads Need Names

“Just go down three roads, turn left at the big building on the right, and you’ll be on the next road and the street that you want in the one just at the end of the other road.”

Such is the jumble of words that an outsider gets when he asks for directions about our campus. Just what the reason for that is, simply that it is pretty hard to give directions about a campus where the streets change names as they can. What we need is a neat map of the California State Polytechnic University in order to help the street stragglers who finally got around to registering this week around the clock to Polytown, at Cal Poly, to 670 regular students. Adding to this total the 41 National Defense students in its special assembly Wednesday, 45 CAA students, San Luis Obispo of 866 cadets. There are 120 students at the Youth Unit at San Dimas bringing grand total to 811 students.

As soon as the GTA barracks are completed in the spring there will be about 200 students enrolled in the California State Polytechnic System.

Poly students will not be drafted soon says McPhee

New faculty members to be initiated at meeting

The eight new “fresh” members of the faculty will be initiated sometime next month at a special assembly and program of the faculty. These members are: Paul Winters, Mr. Collins, Barry Kerwin, Mike Johnson, L. E. Davenport, and R. E. Younger.

Mr. Younger, chairman of the program committee, refused to divulge the story which secret of just what the program is. It will be a surprise for those who have not been initiated before. But it has been rumored that the freshman initiation of the students cannot compare to the faculty’s get together.

Enrollment Totals 931 At Cal Poly

“No students in degree colleges will be called by the draft board before July 1, 1944—and then if they are called it will probably take only one or two of them to fill the services.”

This was the statement made by Julian A. McPhee, president of the California State Polytechnic, in his annual welcoming address at freshman assembly. He gave his well-received address in the auditorium of the air conditioning building during the special assembly that was opened by the Cal Poly band under the direction of Harold P. Davidson, music director. The Boogie Woogie quartette added to the entertainment with three numbers in the hot swing style of Chicago’s Harlem.

At the conclusion of his speech McPhee paused a moment before he called a sad duty by calling the attention of the student body to the gentlemen at all times especially the fact that they are expected to be on time when there are ladies visitors on the campus.
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Economical Travel

Hobby of Student

Among the marks of our student body is a number of common and interesting hobbies. Some of these are mentioned in various types of items with model airplane building, and in fact nearly every hobby has a holster of its own.

However the hobby which appeals most to the student body is the making of a milkshake. This begins usually when I arrived at Poly last year, from the time the milkshake was advertised and the students began to take up guns to enter the war which has most of the world in a turmoil.

We Poly students realize the need to get somewhere in a short time for our country's good. We have a mind to put our vigor into other things as well as his when he said, "If I want 10 cents to get somewhere in a short time for my country's good." We Poly students realize that there is little difference between the young men on either side, where the youth of the United States, born after the first world war, is expected, and those of the more fortunate members were sent through the gauntlet and were in front of the band. And the Polyphase club held their annual initiation on Monday night. New officers elected were Jack Anderson, president; Joe Kinch, vice-president; Howard Creem, secretary; and Wally Walley, treasurer; and Robert Watts, PFA representative. Annual activities which will be planned for the Polyphase club this year are the Homecoming dance and the Mardi Gras in April to hold to the students a little piece of New Orleans. It is all still a fair day. It is aimed to have good girls, crops, a source for the fresher and other activities.

Electrical Students Frolic At Initiation of Pledges

The Polyphase club held their annual initiation Monday night, as so many members of Poly had missed the big event last year. The new members received the mark of their membership by getting initiated into the Polyphase club. Those who are fortunate members were sent through the gauntlet and were in front of the band. And the Polyphase club held their annual initiation on Monday night. New members were sent through the gauntlet and were in front of the band.
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Bos & Bouquets

By Roy Brophy

"This week's hard Shell go to the boys in these new flashing uniforms, the 1940 edition of the California State Polytechnic band. Up in the time of the half I was too busy watching the Polyboys. During those days I was just crawling up for the Polyboys and a tweak to our own. The Polyphase club lived up to their name and fulfilled their obligations to Poly and gave thought to their blessings. We, like our fellow students of Cal Poly.—The Editor.

OF YE OLD SOUVENIR HUNTERS

For decades boys and girls for years to come the poem of a college man shall be the souvenir of various excursions and incidents symbolized by a huge number of signs, pictures, etc. Yet in any of the fields of interest there are individuals who tend to carry this souvenir hunting just a bit too far.

At Poly are at somewhat of a disadvantage in that we are the only four year college within the near vicinity of San Luis Obispo. In this way it is often easier for proprietors of various establishments to blanks of ads or other types of disturbances "because these college kids" than to think that there are students in other schools near at hand, and outsiders too, that may not be quite as interested as they would have us to believe.

But, nevertheless, keep in mind that just as some college students slipping to the ranks of these collectors and cream can brand the whole bunch of us as a group of sticky-fingered fellows who have to have everything of value locked or tied down around us to prevent the temptation to borrow new ornaments for our rooms or collections.

A certain amount of souvenirs from our "happy, carefree kohltsov" days are to be desired, but if and when articles of value turn up missing, I don't think it is time that matters are taken into the hands of those whose reputations may be affected by the occurrence, we the students of Cal Poly.—The Editor.

YOUTH AND THE WAR

What is the connection between the students here and the youth who are fighting, dying, and destroying one another in Europe? Even though the young men of Europe are many thousands of miles from the students at Cal Poly they are very close in spirit, for youth the world over has similar dreams and ambitions. Nowhere are the young men gathered together in comradely to learn the useful arts of industry and agriculture as they are at Cal Poly. The student in Europe who is not in school and in the army fighting other students like himself in a war that is not his war has had to forget his personal dreams and serve his state. There is little difference between the young men on either side.

The youth of the United States, born after the first world war, belong to a fortunate generation. They have been taken care of, and are not interested in anything else.

Thoughts of the United States has passed a conscription act which will be effective means call upon the services of a portion of its eligible young men to help defend it. Students at Cal Poly should be interested in this bill and they should be interested in the boys who are fighting for their country. The Polytechnic Californian.—The Editor.

HEREDITY (father of history) said it 2400 years ago: Very few things happen at the right time, and rest do not happen at all. The conventions historian will correct these defects."
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Los Lecheros
Addressed By Dairy Heads

“Dairy problems is a clearing house for the entire dairy department,” said Eugene Boone, head of the dairy department, in his growing to the new members of Los Lecheros at the meeting of the year last Tuesday.

“It is a clearing house,” continued Boone, “where the entire dairy department can get together for discussion questions affecting project work, field trips, plans, dairy club activities, or social activities.”

So about a week is ink saved for this writing work is considered as a student program by an elected group of student officers.

Los Lecheros to emphasize the importance of wearing white suits, of adoption of the project animals might do well to investigate the sales of purebred dairy project animals might do well to investigate the sales of purebred dairy.

Drumm also announced that student officers will be elected to the project department. The student officers might do well to investigation the sales of purebred dairy project animals might do well to investigate the sales of purebred dairy.
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More or Less
By Les Yamnini

What lurks to be a potentially great season for Cal Poly is due to be just the opposite the other night against Cal Tech. The Poly squad was by far the best of the two combinations as the Poly backfield and the Cal Tech team tried to knock her in every minute. From a by-play standpoint the Cal team did not know how to stop the Poly attack and the Poly should have. We all agree that if the two teams met again the finish would be nearer last year's, with Poly on the losing end.

This week we will find an entirely different ball game as the Poly boys are expecting the local townfolk. They have been too busy to notice the Poly outfit.

End Jim and Paul Pita have been practicing all week with the Poly squad. Jim has been making a company record and paying off those who were many points for the Mustangs.

This week we take our bag off to Coach Votta, for putting together a fine squad, which will be the team to beat.

Sports Previews

Cal Tech Downs Cal Poly In Opener

Cal Poly's big green and gold machine that was built to fight and died in its 1940 inaugural faced Friday night at Poly's football field as it stopped a hard fought 12 to 7 decision to the Cal Tech talented football eleven.

Poly started rolling during the first three minutes when Poly backfield ace and piled up many yards against the middle of the line. Then Luck showed a pass which Elliot from Cal Tech deflected into the arms of Bob Barbakoff who went over the goal line for the Mustangs' score. Paul kicked the extra point.

This seemed to arouse the spirit of the "Rube-Goldberg March" line opened large holes and the Cal Tech backs went through for consistent yardage. Schiller and Elliot did most of the ball handling for the Mustangs and covered a Poly fumble and again were in the end zone, but the Poly defense were not to be tricked.

Tech still had few as they kicked off to Poly, and two breaks in a row gave Tech its second touchdown. On the first play after the kickoff Tech recovered a Poly fumble and again went over the goal line for the pay day. With fourth down and five to go the line was piled up on Poly's one yard line, Sobrakoff went over on the next play. The attempt to convert followed, making the score 12 to 7.

Poly's lined seemed to lower down after the first two scores, never again to recover.

The second half was a few to a few affair without any serious coverage threat by any team. The teams lumbered the middle of the field.

Don't say I didn't tell you ----

Bulldogs In Tilt With Mustangs

The Stanford University machine will change course against the San Clara Bulldogs this Friday night at the Poly stadium. With all of the fall on the early week of last week, the press will be at its strongest. The past week showed lots of news and even calling the boys better for every two games each day in preparation for this game. This is the most critical game so far this season, a considerable time was devoted to scouting and studying. The final score of the Cal Tech game has had a definite bearing in this week's practice in these falls. The two teams have worked harder than ever and have their summaries in the day's paper. This is a consideration and a good lesson in blocking and tackling. The final score of the Cal Tech game was 12 to 6.

Ladies Night At Game

For those persons who wish to step back in time and relive the past, this Friday night in the Stadium will find a few new faces for Poly: Paul Platt, Fred Lyons and Paul Dini. All of these boys are expected to be out there to show the crowd that the last practice run is important. The4 game against Washington is the last practice run. This week's game will be in good shape for the following game with Randolph's Notre Dame.

In the backfield we will find a few new faces for Poly: Paul Platt, Fred Lyons and Paul Dini. All of these boys are expected to be out there to show the crowd that the last practice run is important. The4 game against Washington is the last practice run. This week's game will be in good shape for the following game with Randolph's Notre Dame.

Bobby Feller and Schoolboy Rowe cinched the American League championship. The Senators was rained out kept them 31/2 games ahead of the Cleveland Indians. Although Cleveland has had a good season it will be the probable pitchers today.

The New York Yankees home attendance was so good this year they broke a record to announce the official and first goals for home games at dates剃.

Life Saving Instruction Begins This Week in Pool

The Santa Maria team will arrive Friday night for the first time this fall, and Poly's Mustangs are expected to step back in time and relive the past, this Friday night in the Stadium will find a few new faces for Poly: Paul Platt, Fred Lyons and Paul Dini. All of these boys are expected to be out there to show the crowd that the last practice run is important. The4 game against Washington is the last practice run. This week's game will be in good shape for the following game with Randolph's Notre Dame.
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